
 

 

     Tea Market Report 
 

 
 

 
SALE NO. 39 – HELD ON FEBRUARY 4, 2020. 

 
 

Offering:                                        Leaf:                                     Dust:    
(In pkgs)  55,774 (33,928) 8,540 (7,066)  
 11 (Season: 2018)  
     

       (Last year in brackets) 
 
 
Quality: Mostly plain and end season type. 
  
Demand: Selective demand at generally little easier rates with heavy withdrawals. 
 
Buyers:  Blenders were selective whilst Loose Tea Traders operated at the lower end of the market. 
 
LEAF-CTC:   
 

Brokens: A negligible weight of cleaner types offered sold well at around last levels. Plain and poorer 
types met with selective demand at easier rates. End season types especially those with coarse liquor 
were neglected. 
  
Fannings: A few lines of the well made good liquoring types available sold readily at about firm rates. 
Others met with selective demand at easier rates with a large weight remained unsold. Coarse liquoring 
end season sorts were neglected. 
 

 Q    U    O    T    A    T    I    O    N    S
                                                     CTC   BROKENS          CTC   FANNINGS 
                                                 (In Taka)    (In US $)      (In Taka)     (In US $) 

Best    NQTA        -    NQTA        - 
Good     NQTA        -    NQTA        - 
Medium 120 – 135 1.43 - 1.61 130 – 145 1.55 - 1.73 
Plain   70 – 100 0.83 - 1.19   70 – 110 0.83 - 1.31 

                                       US $ 1= TK. 83.95 
The above quotations represent the median range within which the teas have sold 
and do not indicate the highest and lowest prices.     
 

NQTA: No Quotable Types Available.                    
 
TOP PRICE realised (relating to our catalogue only.)    
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Baramasia Tk. 208   
Mirzapore  Tk. 188  
Bahadurpur   Tk. 207 

 
 

Dust:  Met with a fair demand at easier rates with some withdrawals.  
 
Comment:  Blenders were selective whilst Loose Tea Traders accounted for bulk of the teas sold which 
were mostly plain and end season type. A negligible weight of better types available were well absorbed 
at about firm rates. Withdrawals continue to be heavy. 


